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BIBLIOPHILY EXTRAORDINAIRE
International Association of
Bibliophiles Conference
Cape Town, 2002
The Association Internationale de
Bibliophilie (AIB) held their 2002 colloquium
in Cape Town last year, from 29 September
to 5 October. For this French-based
organisation, with over 450 members world
wide, it was the first time such an event was
held in the southern hemisphere. The
programme, which was three years in the
planning, was a mixture of scholarly papers,
visits to private and institutional libraries, and
tourist attractions such as the vineyards in
Stellenbosch and Table Mountain. With such
a stunning array of libraries and beautiful
places visited, it is worth detailing briefly each
day’s events as they happened.
The opening speech on the first day was
perhaps the most poignant for the delegates,
some 90 book collectors from Great Britain,
Switzerland, France, Spain, Japan, North
America, Canada, Russia, New Zealand, and
host South Africa. In the refurbished Centre
for the Book in Cape Town, Ahmed
Kathrada, Chairman of the Robben Island
Museum, and long-time friend of President
Mandela’s, related how he went without
books during his long prison sentence. The
constant memorising of childhood nursery
rhymes was but one method by which
Kathrada managed to enjoy the ‘printed
words in books’. This stirring reflection was
followed by Prof. Vivian Bickford-Smith’s
paper on the arrival of literacy and books to
Southern Africa by a combination of sword,
missionary activity and trade. Bickford-Smith
(University of Cape Town) emphasised the
cumulative effect that literacy had on the
culture of those it touched. Donald Kerr
(Auckland Public Library) delivered the next
paper on Governor Sir George Grey and his
collecting of indigenous African language
books and manuscripts. Grey’s collection of

these scarce and ephemeral materials, and his
large collection of medieval manuscripts and
early printed books was given to the citizens
of Cape Town in 1861. Over the morning,
delegates were treated to three exhibitions: a
selection of Kelmscott Press books, a private
collection of African bookplates (including a
number by the South African artist Irma
Stern), and another private collection of
modern books featuring South African bird
and wild flower illustrations. The afternoon
was spent at the National Library of South
Africa (Cape Town) with introductory talks
on the development of the library and its
collections by Peter Lors, the National
Librarian, and ex-associate director Peter
Coates. An exhibition titled ‘A Shade of Grey:
the Grey Collection as National Heritage’ was
mounted especially for the AIB. Choice items
on display included a ninth-century Gospel
Book, a thirteenth-century Hebrew Bible, a
thirteenth/fourteenth-century Latin Bible on
uterine vellum (once owned by Richard
Sutton, Vicar of Cransley from 1528 to1550),
a late fourteenth-century French copy of
Roman de la Rose, an early fifteenth-century
copy in Dutch of Sir John Mandeville’s Travels,
and Italian manuscripts of Boccaccio’s Elegia
di madonna Fiammetta and Petrarch’s Canzone
sonecti. A selective number of the indigenous
language items that Grey salvaged were also
on display. The evening involved a dinner and
reception hosted by the mayor of Cape Town.
The morning of the second day was spent
at the University of Cape Town. After a
welcome by the Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Njabulo Ndebele, and an introduction to the
UCT libraries by Andrew Lamprecht, AIB
members were treated to another exhibition.
This time it was ethnological and philological
works from the collections of Wilhelm H. I.
Bleek, a nineteenth-century philologist, and
Lucy Lloyd, Bleek’s sister-in-law. Other rare
books and manuscripts on display included
an extensive Kipling collection, scarce antiapartheid periodicals, and a letter written by
the South African novelist, Olive Schreiner,
discussing her masterpiece The Story of an
African Farm. Plush coaches then delivered
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members to the famous Kirstenbosch
Botanic Gardens. After lunch, Dr John
Rourke, curator of the Compton Herbarium,
talked about the development of the
botanical gardens and its main purpose, the
cultivation of the country’s indigenous flora.
There was also a garden tour, and an
exhibition of botanical books and paintings.
The Castle, the historic stone fortress built
in Cape Town between 1665 and 1679, was
the venue for a dinner and a tour of the
William Fehr (Fine Arts) Collection, which
included works by John Thomas Baines and
Thomas William Bowler. Tucked away in one
wing of the Castle was an exhibition of forty
early botanical books describing Cape flora
from the private collection of Walter
Middelmann, a Cape collector. Books on
display ranged from Giovanni Ferrari’s De
florum cultura libri IV (1633) and Johannes
Stapel’s Theoprasti Eresii De Historia plantarum
libri X (1644) to Joseph Knight’s On the
cultivation of the plants belonging to the natural
order of Proteacae (1809) and Augustin
Candolle’s Prodromus systematis naturalis (182433). The highlight after dinner was a paper
by Nicolas Barker, editor of The Book
Collector, on Lady Anne Barnard (1750-1825),
herself a resident of the Castle 200 years
ago. Barker’s talk was based on Lady
Barnard’s watercolour sketches of the Cape
in the 1800s.
On the third day, coaches transported the
members to the University of Stellenbosch
where they enjoyed three exhibitions that
highlighted the European discovery of
... / 2
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southern Africa, and the rise of Afrikaans as
a written and literary language. Items of
particular interest included two fifteenthcentury copies of works by Leo Africanus,
George French Angas’s The Kafirs Illustrated
(published after his New Zealanders Illustrated),
and John Senex’s map Africa Corrected (1711).
The afternoon was spent at the Boschendal
Wine Estate, a fine example of a Cape Dutch
homestead, and later at Vergelegen, an early
eighteenth century country estate of
Governor Willem Adriaan van der Stel. A
violent thunderstorm cut the power supply
and, in true colonial style, candles were
quickly distributed so that the reception,
which included a talk by Dr John Rennie on
the history of the property, a musical
interlude (a string quartet), and the dinner,
continued.
The library of Cecil Rhodes, statesman,
empire-builder and founder of the Rhodes
scholarships, is housed in Groot Schuur,
Rondebosch. On the fourth day, AIB
members (all with necessary passports) were
treated to a guided tour of the house (which
contains a huge granite bath) and the library.
Basil Williams has written of the library: “[it]
was not a mere millionaire’s collection of
standard works, sumptuously bound, or rare
editions collected without plan or personal
taste, but gleanings of his own eccentric
taste.” (Colloquium Capensis, p.168). Of note
was the unique collection of translations into
English of Latin and Greek texts,
commissioned by Rhodes himself and
initiated by his own interest in Edward
Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
Mid-morning came, and it was a
return to Cape Town and a visit to the South
African Museum. There Professor Brian
Warner delivered an astronomicalbibliographical paper called ‘Whence the
constellations’, which featured the work by
Nicholas Louis de Lacaille, the eighteenthcentury French astronomer. Lacaille, who
visited Cape Town in 1752, named a majority
of the southern constellations.
After lunch, the AGM was held. This left
a majority of members free to enjoy the sights
of Cape Town: a trip up Table Mountain or
the bookshops in Long Street were but two
options. In the evening, a farewell black-tie
dinner was held at the historic Old Town
House, Greenmarket. Originally the seat of
the Burgher Council and Cape Town’s first
city hall in 1840, this huge house was bought
by Sir Max Michaelis in 1914 to hold his
seventeenth-century Dutch art collection.

Both house and collection were bequeathed
to the nation.
Fortunately, it was a ‘Clayton’s’ farewell.
The next day, all the AIB members caught a
flight to Johannesburg and, on landing, were
driven to the Brenthurst Library, the private
library of Harry Oppenheimer. After a
welcome by Marcelle Weiner, the Brenthurst
librarian, members were allowed to peruse
the botanical and travel books, the extensive
art collection, and view Oppenheimer’s
personal interest collection of the Romantic
poets, which included first editions of, and
manuscripts by, Byron, Keats and Shelley.
Lunch was provided, as were guided tours
of the extensive gardens. After lunch,
coaches took members to Mount Grace
Country Hotel, some sixty kilometres from
Johannesburg. Bibliophiles are not often
satiated but here organisers had planned a
non-bookish event. On the morning of the
last day, Professor Philip Tobias from the
University of Witwatersrand, gave an
informative description of South Africa’s role
in the unravelling of man’s evolutionary past.
The talk was based on his own work at
Sterkfontein, a limestone cave complex near
Krugersdorp. While visiting the diggings and
caves (now a World Heritage Site), Dr Ronald
Clarke, a member of the Sterkfontein
research team, told members that it was the
world’s richest site for early human fossils.
Significant finds from Sterkfontein (and the
adjacent Swartkrans Cave) have included the
first adult ape man (Australopithecus), the first
complete (and earlier) ape-man skeleton, the
oldest stone tools in southern Africa, and
fossils of one of the earliest species of our
own genus (Homo).
At the end of any conference, dispersal
begins gradually. Taxis and coaches arrive
intermittently, ever ready to whisk
participants and their bulging suitcases away.
Before parting, everyone expressed immense
satisfaction with the conference and
congratulated the organisers. Talk almost
immediately turned to London in 2003;
another opportunity to rekindle friendships
over bibliophilic talk. In a preliminary brief
for the London conference, Lord Egremont
(chairman) and Dr Christopher de Hamel
(secretary) have maintained that London will
be “the most dazzling congress in the history
of the Association.” In my opinion, the South
African congress would be hard to beat. Long
may this worthy organisation, with its ideals
rooted in bibliophily, continue.
Donald Kerr
University of Otago, New Zealand
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Wood understood the value of the swirl of
documentary evidence thrown up by events.
He was the Oxford equivalent of George
Thomason, collecting whatever he could of
Civil War pamphlets and proclamations, and
later, of materials relating to the Popish Plot.
Wood also had an eye to the paperwork of
ordinary life. He collected ballads, music,
satires, advertisements, accounts of murders,
and public notices of all kinds. A petition to
Parliament “found in Dr Lowers privy
house”, a title page of poems that had
wrapped up tobacco, miscellaneous scraps of
letterpress, all were taken home, ironed out
and filed. Many of the items are unique. His
collection of book catalogues is now an
indispensable source for research into the
seventeenth-century book trade. Wood tried
to acquire books that were banned, and
censorship practices can be illustrated from
his gleanings from printing house floors,
where he picked up discarded sheets. His
notes indicate when a book was printed by
stealth, or beyond the seas, or pirated; he
knew which books were condemned, and
when printers were imprisoned.
The catalogue supersedes the 1860 handlist in both coverage and detail. Not only is
this the fullest account we are likely to have
of this remarkable library, but Kiessling also
aims to explain why, when and how Wood
acquired his books, and how he organised,
bound, read and annotated them. So he
includes details about the provenance and
condition of each item, along with a
description of the binding and any
annotations. The new catalogue is organised
alphabetically by author, with special sections

for subjects that Wood collected intensively.
A few illustrations clarify certain entries —
though more would have been welcome —
and a comprehensive index ensures that no
item eludes the searcher. In compiling so
thorough a catalogue of such an important
private library, Nicolas Kiessling has done the
early modem scholarly community an
invaluable service — and one that the ghost
of Wood, who must surely haunt the
Bodleian, would applaud.
Graham Parry
University of York

GIS WORKSHOP
GIS in the Arts & Humanities
Location: University of Portsmouth, UK
Dates: 8-11 September 2003
The Department of Geography of the
University of Portsmouth, in association with
the Arts and Humanities Data Service
(AHDS), is running a four-day summer
school in the use of GIS in the arts and
humanities. This builds on the success of two
recent one-day workshops (http://
ahds.ac.uk/gis_workshop.htm). The summer
school will provide practical, hands-on
experience of using Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software focussing
on data and techniques relevant to historians,
historical geographers, demographers,

archaeologists and others with an interest in
the past. The instructors are all academics
with significant experience in using GIS to
conduct historical research. The majority of
the course will focus on practical work in an
IT lab with state-of-the-art GIS facilities. Its
key aims are:
* To establish why the use of GIS is
important to the arts and humanities.
* To provide sufficient hands-on
experience of using established GIS software
packages to allow them to conduct research
using GIS.
* To explore the strengths and limitations
of using GIS in the context of the arts and
humanities where the scientific approaches
common in GIS may not be appropriate.
* To provide practical help and advice to
people with an interest in conducting specific
projects that will use GIS.
* To demonstrate the infrastructure that
is available to support GIS-based research
projects in the arts and humanities.
Places are limited, so book early. You can
do this by sending the booking form to:
Christine Tonkin,Continuing Professional
Development, University of Portsmouth,
Boathouse No. 6, College Rd., HM Naval
Base, Portsmouth, PO1 3LJ. Tel: (023) 9284
5402, Fax: (023) 9282 0024, Email:
chris.tonkin@port.ac.uk.
The booking form and further details are
available from:
http://www.envf.port.ac.uk/geo/
short_course.html
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before 1820. Evidence from bibliographical
data shows otherwise. English Gothic novels,
sentimental novels, histories and travelogues
were published in New York, Philadelphia,
and Boston during the years of embargo and
the war of 1812, and Charleston customers
turned increasingly to that domestic supply,
as the American imprints in the 1826 catalog
and the 1809 letters with a Philadelphia
retailer, testify.
Notwithstanding those unfortunate
bibliographical errors, James Raven makes a
convincing case for broadening the scope of
book history and devoting new attention to
book traffic across the Atlantic during the
eighteenth and early nineteenth century. His
study of the business letters exchanged by
London wholesalers and colonial customers
is a welcome complement to the history of
book production. Coupled with a more
accurate bibliographical analysis, it is bound
to reveal the agency of the colonists in the
imperial book trade.
Isabelle Lehuu
Université du Quebec à Montréal


Pamela E. Selwyn. Everyday Life in the German
Book Trade: Friedrich Nicolai as Bookseller and
Publisher in the Age of Enlightenment, 1750 1810. University Park: The Pennsylvania
State University Press, 2000. xvi, 419 p. ISBN
0-271-02011-3. $US 75.00.
“For all the writings on Nicolai as author
and critic, his main profession of bookseller
and publisher has been relatively neglected”
(xii). This is how Pamela Selwyn summarizes
the last three decades of research — a
surprising statement in view of the fact that
Nicolai’s business transactions are well
documented. His account books are lost, but
he left to posterity some 15,000 letters from
more than 2,500 different correspondents.
These papers, most of them preserved in the
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, have been made
use of sporadically, especially by editors of
correspondence. Ms Selwyn, however, is the
first to have searched them systematically for
information on Nicolai’s publishing and
bookselling activities. All letters from
authors, translators, editors, reviewers and
printers have been tracked down and
scrutinised. With most of Nicolai’s answers

lost, reconstructions have been attempted on
the basis of his marginal notes and the
reactions of his correspondents. Additional
information has been gleaned from Nicolai’s
published works.
The result is a lively tableau of “everyday
life in the German book trade”, covering all
facets of book production and dissemination:
paper and printing, advertising and
marketing, payment of authors and
employees, contracts, privileges, piracy and
censorship, to name but a few. Above all,
Selwyn aims to explore the relationship
between business and ideas in the history of
scholarship and taste. As bookseller and
publisher, Aufklärer, critic and author Nicolai
seems to be the ideal figure to study.
The first chapter is devoted to Nicolai’s
own view of his cultural and economic role.
Chapters two to six look at the several ways
in which his theories were put into practice,
analysing his publishing programme,
providing a sociological survey of his authors,
and showing how he influenced what his
customers bought. In the light of fresh
evidence, Nicolai’s retail trade proves to be
the more lucrative branch of his business
and the extent of his international trade
becomes even more impressive. The
periodical Allgemeine deutsche Bibliothek,
Nicolai’s chief instrument of enlightenment,
was also the greatest asset to his business. It
brought him into contact with booksellers all
over Europe. His reviewers acted as advisors
and intermediaries on the local level,
establishing Nicolai as a “powerbroker ... at
the hub of a myriad of interesting networks
of information and influence” (288). The
concluding chapter surveys the relations
between Nicolai and his authors. Apart from
contracts and other practical matters it
examines his reasons for accepting or
rejecting manuscripts, taking a closer look at
the titles he did not publish.
The Nicolai summed up in Selwyn’s
“Afterword” is the “shrewd businessman”
and Aufklärer, who “never doubted that
books and periodicals were the central
medium for the circulation of new and useful
ideas in a fragmented Germany” (376). He
may look like the familiar figure revealed by
recent research, yet he has become more
complex and lifelike.
Brimming with facts, Selwyn’s study is a
substantial contribution to the history of
books and literature. It is also an entertaining
and well-written book. No doubt, the
majority of readers will be grateful for the

translations of all quotations from German
sources. Others will regret that, for want of
space, the original texts could not be included
in the notes. The solution to the problem is
perhaps a companion-volume, containing
transcriptions of at least the most interesting
of the manuscript material consulted.
Marie-Luise Spieckermann
Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster


Nicolas K. Kiessling. The Library of Anthony
Wood. Oxford: Oxford Bibliographical
Society, 2002. lviii, p. 758. ill. ISBN 0 901420
56 5. £50 (£33 to members of the Oxford
Bibliographical Society).
The Oxford antiquary Anthony Wood
(1632-95) was an indefatigable book
collector, accumulating some seven thousand
printed items to fuel his Herculean scholarly
enterprises — the histories of the city and
university of Oxford and the biobibliographical register of Oxford authors,
Athenae Oxonienses. Tenaciously possessive of
his books, he resolved only in the last week
of his life to leave them to the recently
founded Ashmolean Museum. In 1860,
Wood’s books were transferred to the
Bodleian Library, where a hand-list was drawn
up. Now Nicholas Kiessling has compiled a
comprehensive and immensely serviceable
catalogue, the introduction to which clearly
establishes the remarkable achievements of
Wood as a collector.
As this introduction notes, Wood bought
copiously in the areas of biography and
history. He acquired about a thousand items
relating to theology, not out of doctrinal
commitment, but because here was the main
site of intellectual contention where so many
Oxford men were engaged. Kiessling draws
attention to the large holdings of works by
and about William Laud and William Prynne,
whose bitter antagonism represented the
polarities of ecclesiastical politics. Wood was
a Church of England man and royalist, but
as a scholar he understood the importance
of collecting material that illustrated every
aspect of the religious revolution of the midcentury. One of his most treasured items was
Romes Master-peece, a pamphlet hostile to Laud,
which the Archbishop had annotated while
in the Tower. Living in tumultuous times,

THE SHARP EDGE
Crossing The Book History/
Publishing Studies Divide
Into the tropical north Queensland tourist
mecca of Cairns flocked a plethora of
travelers immediately distinguishable from
the planeloads of Japanese honeymooners,
sunburned UK backpackers and disoriented
hippies who normally populate the city. The
drawcard for this assorted contingent of
academics, publishers, librarians, archivists,
business management theorists, software
designers, and digital rights experts, was Book
Conference 2003, an international conference charting possible futures for the book
as both artifact and commodity.
The conference, held on 22-24 April 2003,
represents the culmination of the C-2-C
(Creator to Consumer) Project sponsored by
Melbourne’s RMIT University in association
with Common Ground Publishing and the
Australian federal government. The umbrella
C-2-C undertaking has overseen production
of a number of edited volumes
prognosticating the future of the book, albeit
with a heavily print-industry and somewhat
techno-centric slant. In keeping with C-2-C’s
interest in content multiformatting, peerrefereed papers from the conference are to
be published in both online and print
monograph form (Refer: http://bookconference.com/Publications). Despite
registration costs of an order beyond most
academic conferences and more reminiscent
of the private sector, international
participation was high, doubtless boosted by
flocks of chilled northern-hemisphere
speakers lured by the photographs of bikiniclad snorkellers, lush rainforests and
fluorescent-coloured reef fish lavishly
decorating the official conference website.
The industry — rather than academic —
focus of the event was underlined by the
range of speakers. Books being a key
component of a wide variety of industries,
there was a range of presenter backgrounds,
spanning the library sector, the business
sphere, information technology, book design,
and periodical publications. But, curiously
for a conference devoted to books, publishers
were in remarkably short supply; of the
sizable number of Australian-owned houses
and multinational subsidiaries operating out

of either Sydney or Melbourne, only Hodder
Headline, Lonely Planet, Penguin and
Melbourne University Publishing sent
representatives. The effect was that publishers
were constantly spoken about, rather than
speaking. Equally, representation of international publishing degree programmes was
sparse, Iain Stevenson of City University, UK,
and Jenny Lee of the University of
Melbourne being exceptions. A small number
of academics and postgraduates concerned
with the social status, historical manifestations
and cultural politics of the book industries
were in evidence, but by and large the
conference maintained the atmosphere of a
trade fair, minus the aisles of product displays.
The keynote speaker for the event, former
Random House US editorial director,
publishing commentator and businessman,
Jason Epstein, geared his view of the future
of the book heavily towards print-on-demand
(POD). Epstein’s own current business
venture, 3 Billion Books, is placing its faith
and working capital in public demand for
books downloaded from digital files, printed
by fast laser printers, collated, trimmed and
bound on a while-you-wait basis. Prospective
sites for such POD services might include
bookshops, libraries, canteens and government offices, particularly in remote
locations without access to the standard
metropolitan biblio-infrastructure of book
retailers, publishers and writers’ festivals. In
a country with the punishing geographical
distances of Australia, Epstein’s point about
POD eliminating distribution costs was well
made. His technological certitude was, given
the failure of his and most other speakers’
laptops at key moments, less convincing.
Power may indeed tend to corrupt, but
PowerPoint corrupts absolutely.
Epstein’s emphasis on POD as securing
the future of the book set the tone for much
of the following three days’ presentations.
POD has markedly eclipsed the e.book
technophoria of the late-1990s as the Great
White Hope of an industry beset with chronic
structural weaknesses in the form of
overproduction, high shipment and storage
costs, multiple intermediaries and mass
remaindering. The faith in multiformatting
book content into various ancillary platforms,
which characterised the book debates of the
mid-1990s, has been preserved, but multiformatting is now seen as enabling the
production of a variety of customised text
products, many of them delivered either
online or in the familiar codex form — rather

than in the handheld e.book reader platform
fervently promoted prior to the millennium.
The most enlightening demonstration of
how digital multipurposing and content
management might harmonise in practice
was given by Chandi Perera, general manager
IT for Melbourne-based travel guide
publisher Lonely Planet. Perera elucidated
how content commissioned from individual
travel writers could be aggregated ‘up’ (e.g.
from guides to Cairns, to guides to Queensland as a whole, to east-coast Australia, and
perhaps even to Australasia) and,
alternatively, broken down by individual
browsers seeking highly location-specific
information (e.g. where to eat down the road
after the conference session). Lonely Planet’s
conception of content is of a large vat of
proprietary information (text, maps,
pictures), which can be promptly and costeffectively reformatted for print, online or
WAP (mobile telephone) delivery, but which
maintains prominence in a crowded
marketplace by its association with the
valuable Lonely Planet brand. And that
brand retains its market edge by the
authoritativeness of and reader familiarity
with... its books. In the manner of many
presentations at the conference, just as we
seemed to be getting away from the inherited
book format, it promptly reasserted itself,
artfully re-insinuating itself as dominant
metaphor and key commodity for the
information industries.
The climb-down of e.book promoters
from the hyped boosterism of the last decade
was especially evident in a number of papers’
critical perspective on the discourse of the
e.book phenomenon itself, charting its waves
and the governing metaphors which stoked
investor — if not consumer — enthusiasm.
To the more jaundiced conference attendee
this might have appeared the revenge of the
literary critics: those close-readers and
semioticians, whose obsolescence had been
so volubly heralded in the death of the book
rhetoric of the mid-1990s, were keen to
prove that reports of their death had been
greatly exaggerated.
From the perspective of an academic
conference participant, most striking was the
sheer breadth of debate about the book and
its futures, yet also how bifurcated this debate
has become. History of the book scholars,
such as the majority of SHARP members,
have emerged from a variety of existing
disciplines, coalescing to create a field of
enquiry that is rich in research tradition, but
... / 4
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which overwhelmingly focuses on pretwenty-first-century book ecologies. By
contrast, the book publishing industry has
professionalised far later than equivalent
sectors, and in so far as publishing courses
are taught within the higher education sector
internationally, they tend to be narrowly
vocational, business-oriented, and to take
place often in comparative ignorance of the
research emerging from book history.
Publishing’s highly precarious status within
academe is curious, given that not only are
the West’s oldest extant publishing houses
university presses, but also that academics
must constitute a sector of the population
more familiar with publishers and their
products than almost any other. Academe is
presently consumed by the driving need to
publish, yet publishing itself still rarely
constitutes the focus of academic work.
To rectify this anomalous situation,
publishing studies’ key imperative must surely
be to integrate the research traditions of book
history with the publishing courses newly
emerging in Group-of-Eight universities
internationally, so that developments in
contemporary publishing can be subjected to
the same critical and culturally-informed
scrutiny as have their historical antecedents.
The alternative risks maintaining publishing
studies in a state of institutional homelessness, and allowing developments in the
contemporary book world to pass merely
under the rubric of business ‘best practice’,
as though cultural politics were not as alive
and influential in the sphere of the book as
in any other cultural industry — and as ripe
for informed critique.
Cairns’ enticing snorkeling, reef diving
and lush rainforests make staying inside with
a book — let alone to discuss books — an act
of supreme will. I was reminded of 1960s
poet Michael Dransfield’s dry remark that “to
be a poet in Australia / is the ultimate
commitment”. But the optimism-inspiring
natural setting of Cairns seemed to transfer
itself by osmosis to the speakers, who
eschewed the doom-and-gloom scenarios of
bookish redundancy ubiquitous in the mid1990s, to present a range of possible futures
in which books remain culturally central, and
in many cases serve as the front product for
diverse digital information operations. By the
closing plenary session speakers were
manifestly struggling to distill the previous
three days of discussion into any semblance
of agreement or certitude. Casting the
auguries for the book’s future, Jason Epstein

cautioned against undue determinism: “If
what I foresee doesn’t come to pass, don’t
worry. Something else will happen”. As book
industry pundits know from long experience,
something always does.
Simone Murray
Postdoctoral Research Fellow
School of English, Media Studies & Art History
University of Queensland, Australia

CALL FOR PAPERS
Print Culture & the City
Location: McGill University, Montréal, Can
Dates: 26-27 March 2004
The Department of Art History and
Communications Studies and The Culture of
Cities Project at McGill University invite
proposals for an interdisciplinary conference
on Print Culture and the City. This
conference will seek to stimulate dialogue and
debate on the relationship between print
culture and urban life. Papers may address a
variety of forms of urban print culture:
periodicals, newspapers, advertisements,
flyers, books, broadsheets, calendars, posters,
maps, etc.
Papers are expected to be no more than
20 minutes in duration. An abstract of 300350 words should be submitted by 1
September. Potential presenters are asked to
submit a short biography (2-3 lines) and full
contact information with their proposals.
The organizers intend that this conference
will allow substantial amounts of time for
discussion. Therefore, a limited number of
papers will be accepted.
Conference organizers: Kevin John
Bozelka, Danielle Schwartz, Will Straw,
Jessica Wurster.
Send abstracts by 1 September to:
Jessica Wurster
Department of Art History and
Communications Studies
McGill University
853 Sherbrooke Street W.
Montréal, QC H3A 2T6
Canada
or e-mail: jessica.wurster@mail.mcgill.ca

UPCOMING UK CONFERENCE
Culture & the Literary Prize
Location: Oxford Brookes University, UK
Dates: 4-5 October 2003
Since its inception in 1969, the Booker
Prize for Fiction has been at the forefront
of the promotion and reception of literary
fiction in the UK, the Commonwealth and
beyond. This major international conference
will interrogate the place of the literary prize
in contemporary culture and coincides with
the launch of the Man Booker Prize archive
at Oxford Brookes University. It will explore
the production, marketing and consumption
of contemporary literature and examine the
dynamics of the literary prize in relation to
the codification of cultural value, the
formation of cosmopolitan reading communities and the construction of national and
trans-national identities. Whilst it is
anticipated that the Booker Prize will be a
major focus of critical attention, the
conference will address prize culture in all
its manifestations, both in the UK and
elsewhere.
Speakers include:
James English (University of Pennsylvania)
John Frow (University of Edinburgh)
Martyn Goff (Administrator, Man Booker
Prize)
Mary Jay (African Books Collective)
Hermione Lee (University of Oxford)
Richard Todd (Free University, Amsterdam)
Conference Organisers:
Daniel Lea (Department of English)
Claire Squires (Oxford International Centre
for Publishing Studies), Oxford
Brookes University.
For further information please go to
www.brookes.ac.uk/schools/
artsandhumanities/conferences/
cultureliteraryprize/
or email: calp2003@brookes.ac.uk.

scholars,” he says, meaning himself, “using
new information about the editors,
proprietors, and organization of the paper,
have thoroughly discounted any significant
role for Pope in the founding, writing, or
operation of the Grub-street Journal” (I.viii).
With most of this, I agree. The editors were
independent and lively men, and the business
was carried on by members of the book trade;
but that Pope had a role in founding the
journal and felt free to insert material in its
pages seems to me highly probable. At the
first meeting of the shareholders (their
minute book is at Queen’s College, Oxford),
Lawton Gilliver is recorded as holding six
shares, half the total number, but when the
profits were shared on 25 June 1731, he
received “at the Same Time Two Guineas for
my Own share & 4 Guineas for D.M. &
another”. D.M. is probably Doctor Martyn,
one of the editors, but I suspect that the man
who cannot be named is Pope and identical
with the anonymous figure mentioned on 4
August 1737, when it was recommended
“That Mr. Gilliver do represent, in the
strongest terms, to the Gentleman who
incouraged the publishing of the
Advertisements against Jemmy More Smith,
the expenses of the Law-suit occasion’d
thereby.” Pope would, of course, have been
the instigator of the attacks on Smythe, and
the Grub Street Journal was probably the
fulfilment of his idea that there should be a
Works of the Unlearned “to commend the high
productions of Grub-street”, as he said to
Gay. When the Memoirs of the Society of Grubstreet appeared in 1737, the preface
encouraged the association of the Journal with
Pope, while refusing to be quite specific, by
saying they had done justice to “this
Gentleman and his particular friends, in
relation to the few Pieces imagined to come
from their hand, which are distinguished by
the letter A”. If Pope had worked through
Gilliver, the editors would have necessarily
enjoyed this combination of confidence and
uncertainty. J. T. Hillhouse, whose The Grub
Street Journal (1928, reissued 1967) contains a
useful summary of each number, exaggerates
Pope’s involvement in the Journal, as Goldgar
claims, but he still provides the best
introduction to its Scriblerian resonances, and
his material merits a fresh investigation.
James McLaverty
Keele University

James Raven. London Booksellers and American
Customers: Transatlantic Literary Community and
the Charleston Library Society, 1748-1811.
Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 2002. i-xxii, 522 pp. ill. ISBN
15700340-0. £49.50/$59.95.
James Raven’s new book is an ambitious
study of the transatlantic book trade. It offers
a detailed institutional history of the
Charleston Library Society in the South
Carolina seaport and a fascinating business
history of various overseas activities of the
London wholesalers. Basing his analysis on
the Society’s Copy Book of Letters from
1758 to 1811, mainly outgoing letters to
London merchants and some incoming ones
(a total of 120 letters, fully annotated in the
second half of the book), Raven chronicles
a turbulent history. Founded as a rich man’s
club in 1748, the Charleston Library Society
survived a devastating fire and the city’s
occupation during the Revolutionary War,
and finally assembled a collection of 7,000
volumes by 1811 and 13,000 volumes by
1819.
Between 1759 and 1811, Raven shows, the
Library Society purchased books from
London for a total of £4,870. The colonists
relied almost exclusively on the London
connection, or at least Raven chose to ignore
the occasional, and sometimes large book
donations by the members themselves, as well
as the domestic supply in the early republic.
The book committee of the Library Society
devised an “autodidactic” purchasing policy,
viewing the London merchants as their
agents of English literary culture; at the same
time these merchants were supposed to be
bound by the colonists’ orders regarding
which editions to purchase (mostly expensive
quartos), as well as the binding, labeling,
packing and shipping of these volumes.
Stephen Botein has described colonial
imports in the eighteenth century as “rum
books,” that is, unwanted books that London
booksellers were dumping on the colonies.
By contrast, Raven underscores the
assertiveness of the colonists. The Southern
customers, he argues, were very specific
about the books, the periodicals, the prints
and the scientific instruments they ordered,
demanding the best editions and quickest
delivery. Because of their ability to maintain
advance credit in London, they insisted on
good service and were prompt to reprimand
the supplying booksellers for delays and
careless initiatives, dismissing them one after

the other. Starting with William Strahan
before 1756, ten different booksellers were
appointed by the Library Society before it
signed a contract with Bird, Savage, and Bird
in 1792, and finally with Lackington, Allen,
and Co. in 1801.
Raven meticulously reconstructs twentyeight transatlantic ship passages over the
sixty-year period, thus extending the history
of the book to the history of communications. He portrays the book trade as
a risky business, interrupted by Atlantic gales
and southern hurricanes, warfare and
privateers, estimating the average length of
time between the order for the books and
their arrival in Charleston at 370 days, and at
best over six months. In spite of the distance,
Raven argues, there was no cultural gap
between the southern outpost and the
imperial capital. Books were often dispatched
within a year of publication, and colonists
eagerly awaited the magazines for up-to-date
information on the latest books.
A few caveats are in order. While Raven
carefully reconstructs the foundation
collection of the 1750s and the 1760s from
the 1750 catalog and the London
correspondence, he fails to examine the
growth of the collection in the early republic
with the same care. More is assumed than
demonstrated. For instance, the case for the
feminization of the Library Society after 1790
is not fully made, for the 280 shareholders
included only a few women, all widows, and
most readers of the new fiction and miscellanies were men, particularly young
barristers and sons of Charleston merchants
and planters.
At several points, too, the bibliographical
research was insufficient. Raven, for example,
wrongly interprets omissions in the 1806 and
1811 catalogs as gaps in the library collection
and speculates about the absence of
important books. But the art of cataloging
was still experimental at the time. Had he also
examined the 1813 manuscript catalog, he
would have seen that the Library Society
actually did hold a three-volume folio edition
of Locke’s Works as part of McKenzie’s
bequest, which had survived the 1778 fire.
In addition, the 1826 catalog, which gave full
bibliographical descriptions of the holdings,
unlike earlier catalogs, was indispensable for
identifying American reprints and British
originals on the library shelves. Raven asserts
that unlike New York and Philadelphia
libraries, the Charleston Library Society
rejected purchasing American publications
... / 10
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extensiveness of the project: “Perhaps below
the level of the major theological tracts one
can identify a significant substratum of more
popular works which helped shape popular
opinion. And perhaps this search should also
lead us to other branches of literature, less
obviously theological, which nevertheless
carried important messages about the
relationships between God and man, and
between conflicting faiths in troubled times”
(3).
Several articles focus on particular genres,
including religious drama, emblem books,
books of hours, educational texts, and
historiography, while some other articles are
concerned with particular authors: Jean
Bouchet, Joachim du Bellay, and Jean de
l’Espine. Three chapters examine attitudes
regarding the monarchs and the Edict of
Nantes. The two articles on censorship
(chapters 13 and 14) are some of the most
interesting of the collection because they
address not only the content of censured
writings, but also the printing and editorial
processes that culminate in the textual
changes. The final four chapters take as their
respective subjects a broad discussion of
three different audiences for catholic printed
works; the absence of a protestant printing
industry in Southern France; inventory
samples from a bookseller, Vincent Réal; and
the library of Duplessis-Mornay.
For readers who specialize in sixteenthcentury French religious history, this
collection will prove very useful. For those
with a more general concern in the history
of the book, specific articles according to
interest are recommended, but the lack of
overall focus does not promote reading the
entire volume.
Dorina Miller Parmenter
Syracuse University


Miscellanies in Prose and Verse by Pope, Swift, and
Gay. Ed. by ALEXANDER PETTIT, with a preface
by WILLIAM REES-MOGG. 4 vols. London:
Pickering & Chatto, 2002. xxvii + 408 pp;
358 pp; 313 pp; ii, 276, 100 pp. [1704pp]
ISBN 185196715X. £295/$475.
The Grub Street Journal, 1730-33. Ed. by
BERTRAND A. GOLDGAR. 4 vols. London:
Pickering & Chatto, 2002. xv + 238 pp;
240pp; 246 pp; 240 pp. ISBN 1851967443.
£325/$475.
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2003

These Pickering & Chatto facsimiles make
two major Scriblerian projects available to the
modern reader. Both the Miscellanies and The
Grub Street Journal are consequences (the first
direct, the second indirect) of Swift’s visit to
England in 1726, his first since leaving for
Ireland in 1714. He brought with him the
manuscript of the long-projected Gulliver’s
Travels and, during his visits to Twickenham,
he and Pope reviewed their unfinished
manuscripts and half-abandoned plans. Pope
brought to this work of retrieval an even
livelier than usual interest in potential
publication. He had just quarrelled with the
leading London bookseller Bernard Lintot
over the subscription for the Odyssey and was
about to employ his own printer and
bookseller, his practice from 1728 until the
death-bed edition of his works in 1743-4. If
The Dunciad, snatched from the fire by Swift,
was the most remarkable product of this
collaboration, the Miscellanies and the Grub
Street Journal also have an important role in
the publication history of Pope and Swift.
This facsimile of the Miscellanies is from a fine
set owned by William Rees-Mogg; the four
volumes are attractively printed, and
Professor Pettit has provided a detailed and
scholarly introduction. Unfortunately some
twenty pages are missing from my copy (the
end of the preface and the beginning of
‘Contests and Dissentions’), but I understand
Pickering & Chatto are reprinting this volume
and are willing to replace defective copies.
The four Grub Street Journal volumes are less
easy to read (all the copies of the Journal I
have seen have been grimy and indifferently
printed) but they bring with them a major
piece of scholarship by offering an
introduction and notes by Bertrand A.
Goldgar, whose knowledge of the Journal is
unequalled.
Three of the Miscellanies volumes were
published in 1727 and one in 1732. The first
consists mainly of the material Swift had
already printed in his first collection, the
Miscellanies of 1711; the second prints
Arbuthnot’s ‘The History of John Bull’,
accompanied by some accomplished jeux
d’esprit by Pope and Swift; the third provides
a splendid collection of Swift’s poems,
preceded by Pope’s ‘Art of Sinking in Poetry’
(a substitute for the Dunciad, which was held
back); the fourth collects satirical pieces by
Pope and Swift, including some interesting
versions of Swift’s Irish tracts. Professor
Pettit has performed a valuable service by

providing an introductory table identifying
the author of each piece.
The agreement for the Miscellanies, made
with Benjamin Motte, the printer and
publisher of Gulliver’s Travels, and dated 29
March 1727 (the books were first advertised
on 24 June), is not discussed in the TeerinkScouten bibliography of Swift or in
Professor Pettit’s introduction, but it survives
in the Pierpont Morgan Library and was
printed by R. W. Rogers in The Major Satires
of Alexander Pope (1955). The contract, signed
by Swift and Pope on the former’s second
visit to England, provides a good insight into
the arrangements for publication. It begins
by discussing the first volume, consisting
mainly of the prose pieces published in
Swift’s Miscellanies (1711) by Benjamin Tooke.
Motte agreed to pay £50 for the Tooke
volume and then to pay £4 for each octavo
sheet of volumes made up of new material.
As the payment details make clear,
underlying the contract was an understanding that the authors would provide
twenty-five sheets of copy for each volume,
a feature disguised by Teerink-Scouten,
which collates the main body of volume II
as A-L instead of A-Z (a similar mistake
under volume II gives a cancel as L6-7 rather
than Z6-7 — someone could not read
Scouten’s handwriting). In addition to the
£50 for the first volume, which presumably
went to Swift, Motte should have paid £100
for each of volumes II and ‘Last’. In fact he
eventually paid £100 for the second volume
(£50 to Pope and £50 to Arbuthnot) and
was let off £25 for the ‘last’ volume,
relinquishing his rights to any fourth volume
as a consequence. However, when the fourth
volume (called the ‘third’) was published in
1732, Motte appealed to Swift to prevent the
publication by Lawton Gilliver, by then
Pope’s bookseller, and Pope left it to the two
booksellers to reach an agreement. Both
names appear on the title page.
The Grub Street Journal was a weekly
satirical paper whose aim was to defend the
name and cause of Grub Street by preferring
bad writing to good; it also cruelly reprinted
and ridiculed the news reporting of its rivals.
These four volumes take us from Number 1
of 8 January 1730 to Number 209 of 27
December 1733: the journal was to continue
for four more years, to the end of 1737.
Professor Goldgar’s notes to each volume
are wonderfully helpful and his introduction
is wide-ranging and insightful, but I dissent
from one of his conclusions. “Recent

WORKSHOP REPORT
On 16 May 2003, as part of a series of
book and text studies workshops, Peter
Shillingsburg, formerly of the University of
North Texas, now of De Montfort
University, gave a public lecture at Rhodes
University on “Concepts of ‘Text’ and ‘Work’
in Religion, History, Psychology, Politics and
the Law”. This was followed on 17 and 18
May by workshop sessions on the problems
of practical editions, scholarly editing
techniques and the electronic age (practical
considerations), and rendering material texts
into electronic ones (theoretical considerations).
The purpose of the workshop series is to
encourage book and text studies in South
Africa, and is one of the outcomes of the
Cultures of the Book conference held in
Grahamstown in August 2001. The workshop
was attended by staff and students of the
Department of English, an historian editing
nineteenth-century journals (all from Rhodes
University), the Director and members of
staff of the National English Literary
Museum in Grahamstown, and two people
from the University of Zululand (in English,
and Afrikaans and Netherlandic studies
respectively). The enthusiastic response of
all those attending is a tribute to Peter
Shillingsburg and a measure of the relative
absence of book and text studies in southern
Africa.
One of the outcomes of the wide-ranging
discussions is a plan for a conference
provisionally entitled “Maintaining the
Heritage: recording, collecting, archiving,
editing and publishing Southern African
oration and texts”, in Grahamstown in 2005.
So much attention has gone recently to the
preservation of texts in Mali, that the dire
need for preserving and making available the
oral, written and printed textual heritage of
this part of the continent has gone unnoticed
or been ignored. The plans for this conference are still at an early stage, and I would
welcome any comments and suggestions as
how best to proceed.
The first of the series was led by Edward
Vanhoutte of the Centre for Scholarly
Editing and Document Studies in Gent,
Belgium. Paul Eggert, Director, Australian
Scholarly Editions Centre and Head of the
School of Language, Literature and
Communication, University College,

University of New South Wales (ADFA), has
agreed to lead proceedings in 2004. Funding
for the visitors comes from my personal
research grant from the National Research
Foundation of South Africa.
John Gouws
Department of English
Rhodes University, South Africa
j.gouws@ru.ac.za

NEH FELLOWSHIP
Barbara Hochman, senior lecturer,
Department of Foreign Literature and
Linguistics from the Ben Gurion University
of the Negev, Israel, has just been awarded
the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) Fellowship for College Teachers for
her project “Uncle Tom’s Cabin and the Reading
Revolution”.
When Uncle Tom’s Cabin was first published
in book form it was advertised as ‘The
Greatest Book of its Kind’. But what ‘kind’
of book was it? Advertisements and early
reviews rarely referred to it as a novel: it was
a book, a volume, a narrative, a work. This
anomaly makes sense when we consider the
‘low’ status of fiction in literary culture of
the period. By focusing on the initial reception
and diverse publication-contexts of the novel,
the project will look at new grounds for
understanding the originality, the inter-textual
complexity and the checkered career of
Stowe’s most influential text. It will also
provide new insight into the ‘reading
revolution’, which historians and literary
scholars believe took place in Europe and
America early in the nineteenth century.
In 1852, Uncle Tom’s Cabin was a
revolutionary book and an unprecedented
popular success. It was not only a literary and
political phenomenon but also, almost
immediately, a source of inspiration (and
profit) for dramatists, songwriters and
producers of a wide range of merchandise.
Although the book continued to be reprinted
toward the end of the nineteenth century, it
served very different ends for readers of this
period. During most of the twentieth century,
it was neglected in the classroom and scorned
by academic critics.
Students of American history and
literature, feminist scholars in particular,
began to pay serious attention to Stowe’s text
in the late 1970s. Yet despite renewed interest
in the novel since the seventies and eighties,
discussions continue to strike an apologetic

note. Read as social document, Uncle Tom’s
Cabin is rarely seen to be a complex or subtle
‘literary’ work. Emphasis on the novel’s
condescension, even racism, expressed in
Stowe’s slave-portraits, diverts attention from
many other aspects of her book.
A neglected feature of the novel that
repays close attention is Stowe’s
representation of reading. By delineating
slaves, owners, traders, women, and children
poring over Bibles, newspapers, bills of sale
and other kinds of printed matter, Stowe
inscribed a range of interpretive practices
into her text. Throughout ‘Uncle Tom’,
scenes of reading call attention to an
expanding print culture and reflect a
transformation of reading practices in
antebellum America.
This project will create a historically
concrete understanding of the way Uncle
Tom’s Cabin was read in Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s lifetime. By exploring the many
printed forms in which Stowe’s work
appeared between 1851 and 1900 — as
installments, illustrated books, children’s
editions and theater — the study will
elucidate fifty years of cultural change in the
United States. Attention to Stowe’s novel as
it was advertised, reviewed, illustrated,
condensed, versified and performed over
half a century reveals significant changes in
widely-shared notions of race, religion,
childhood, and literary genre. A combined
emphasis on readers and texts will refine an
emergent ‘book history’ methodology for
interpreting the shifting functions of literary
works in culture.
Barbara Hochman
Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Israel
bhochman@bgumail.bgu.ac.il

MUNBY FELLOWSHIP 2004-5
Applications are invited for the Munby
Fellowship in Bibliography, tenable for one
year from 1 October 2004. The Fellowship
is open to graduates of any nationality, and
is linked to a non-stipendiary Research or
Visiting Fellowship at Darwin College. The
stipend will be £19,279. The closing date for
applications is 12 September 2003 with an
election made in December.
Further particulars are available from the
Deputy Librarian, University Library, West
Road, Cambridge, CB3 9DR, England. The
University is committed to equality of
opportunity.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Elizabeth Bergman Loizeau and Neil Fraistat,
eds. Reimagining Textuality: Textual Studies in
the Late Age of Print. Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 2002. 256 pp. ill. ISBN
0299173844. $24.95
This collection of fourteen essays,
including an introduction by the editors and
a prologue by Jerome J. McGann, examines
the emergent field of textual studies, a hybrid
of textual scholarship and postmodern
theory. The book is divided into three
sections, each of which includes three essays
and a response essay that examines the
connections between the other selections and
provides feedback to the extended argument.
The first section, titled ‘Textuality and the
Reproduction of Texts,’ examines the
changing role of the textual editor away from
determining a “correct” edition of a text
through emendation, toward a more genetic
and personal understanding of textual
production and reproduction in a postmodern critical climate. The second section,
titled ‘Textuality and the Visual,’ provides a
series of essays that examine the relationship
between the text and the visual embodiment
of the page with the ways in which authorial
intent and reading comprehension are linked
to an understanding of the text as image. The
final section, titled ‘Textuality and Culture’,
examines the ways in which textual studies
have affected a wide range of “cultures”,
including artistic forms that may not produce
a physical artifact, such as live music, the
development of critical theory within the
culture of academia, and the development
of electronic texts and the hyper-reality of
online information.
The collection finds its common
thread through McGann’s prologue, which
provides an anecdotal argument calling for a
more rigorous study of the new textuality.
McGann discusses the economic limitations
of print media when images are involved, and
the professional shortcomings of electronic
publishing in the field where print is the
accepted standard. He uses his experiences
with the online Rossetti Archive to then shift
his argument over to the changing editorial
possibilities and difficulties within the
constantly developing world of electronic
media. The issues that this prologue raises,
with the limitations of print and the editorial
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concerns with hypertext, act as the
springboard for the essays that follow.
The essays in this collection provide a
strong account of the current arguments in
textual studies, and the response essays at the
end of each section place the theoretical
concerns presented into the context of the
contemporary scholar, and examine the
possibilities and liabilities of these developing
critical approaches within the current climate
of academia. While the essays require a
moderate level of familiarity with postmodern and poststructuralist criticism, they
all provide detailed and well-argued
examinations of textuality in print and
electronic media. The collection will be of
particular use to SHARP members who are
working within this field of study, but the
essays also provide a good introduction to
the issues surrounding textual studies to those
who are interested in the relationship between
text and image and the developing role of
the editor in the late age of print and the
development of electronic media.
M.W. Jackson
St. Bonaventure University, New York


Mary C. Erler. Women, Reading, and Piety in Late
Medieval England. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2002. (Cambridge Studies
in Medieval Literature), 226 pp. Ill. ISBN
0521812216. $60.00
Mary C. Erler’s rich and well-documented
study contributes in several ways to our
understanding of medieval women’s relations
with books. Erler aims to provide “quantifiable information” (134) about women’s
devotional books, which she does by adding
to the corpus of manuscripts and early
printed books known to be owned by
laywomen and nuns. From her painstaking
exploration of the lives and books of seven
Englishwomen who lived from the fourteenth
to the sixteenth centuries, Erler argues that
there existed a “definably female reading
culture”(137). In addition, she uses the
information about women and their books
to make larger claims about the changing
nature of the book world in the mid-fifteenth
century, a period when both new patterns in
book acquisition and circulation, and a new
interest in “personal reading” (135), become
visible.

Historians of reading will find Women,
Reading, and Piety in Late Medieval England
especially useful for the case studies that
detail how women acquired books, and the
intellectual and religious contexts that likely
influenced their responses to what they read.
Erler examines widows, anchoresses, nuns,
and vowesses (women vowed to chastity,
typically after a husband’s death). Not only
did these groups all read similar books, most
often “texts of spiritual formation” (23), but
the exchange of these books between
laywomen and women in religious orders was
common. Erler reconstructs the book
environment of each of these seven women
by using marks of ownership within books,
the evidence of book legacies and other
pious bequests from wills, and testimonies
about their networks of family, friends, and
spiritual advisers. These cases show that
women found books to be essential for
spiritual development and useful as tokens
to cement relationships, particularly with
other women.
The women discussed here provide many
surprises. For example, although historians
have often argued that late medieval women
rarely knew Latin, the aristocratic London
vowess, Margery de Nerford, received a book
of Latin homilies from a close friend, a cleric
whose will clearly implied that she could read
them. In addition, De Nerford hired another
cleric to write books for her, and Erler
conservatively estimates the size of her
library at fifteen to twenty volumes, an
unusually large number. Margery de
Nerford’s life suggests that medieval
women’s literacy and book ownership have
both been underestimated.
Women’s reading also, according to Erler,
often responded to particular events and
religious concerns. In the early sixteenth
century the nun Eleanor Fettyplace, for
example, owned Richard Whitford’s Pype of
Perfection, which defended religious life
against Lutheran attacks. The books and
intellectual circles of the Norwich anchoress
Katherine Manne and the Abbess Elizabeth
Throckmorton show not only that both
women felt the strong appeal of devotional
texts, but also that they possessed a lively
curiosity about the ideas for religious reform
that shook England in the sixteenth century.
The final chapter asks whether the onset
of print changed female reading in England.
Erler reviews ownership evidence of
incunable Books of Hours and other late
medieval favorites like Walter Hilton’s Scale
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of Perfection. The random survival of
incunabula makes tentative any conclusions
based on ownership, but women clearly
owned a significant number. Women owned
at least six of the seventeen extant copies of
the 1494 Scale, for instance. Erler claims that
female audiences, with their strong interest
in private reading and devotional books, were
important to early printers and influenced
their choice of texts to publish.
Erler’s meticulous tracing of familial and
other relationships emphasizes how each
woman whose life is investigated here
participated in a particular “community of
readers” (136) that influenced her reading
and book ownership. By showing how books
passed among women as loans, gifts, and
bequests, Erler also provides a model for
investigating book circulation in a period for
which documentation is scarce. Erler points
to further work that can be done in this area,
but her book will, itself, reshape our
understanding of late medieval books and
their readers.
Kathleen Kamerick
University of Iowa


Nick Hopwood. Embryos in Wax. Models from
the Ziegler Studio. Cambridge: Whipple
Museum of the History of Science, 2002. x
206 p. ill. ISBN 0-906271-18-5. £13.50.
Hopwood and the Whipple Museum
deserve congratulations for investing in this
magnificent volume, full of obviously
expensive wonderful plates and photographs.
The story that Hopwood tells is about the
construction of wax models, including of
human embryos, particularly during the last
half of the nineteenth century and
particularly by Adolf and then Friedrich
Ziegler. These models represented a form of
“plastic publishing,” and Hopwood explains
how they contributed to the development of
scientific and public knowledge of
embryonic development.
While historians of embryology and
medicine will find the book exciting, so
should those who care about publishing and
authorship. When a modeler worked closely
with a scientist to capture details of the
observed specimens in wax, was that modeler
merely a technician? Was he an artist,
engaging in interpretation as well? And did
he have any authorial rights to the knowledge

generated through the models? Ziegler
insisted that he deserved respect as an original
contributor, but in fact he received little credit
from the greatest popularizers of the day
such as evolutionary naturalist Emst Haeckel.
Hopwood takes us through the entire
process. The images these models introduced
were not illustrations, but “what embryology
was all about” (2). The elder Ziegler took the
craft of “ceroplastics” to new heights and
became truly an author in doing so. Trained
in medicine, he saw his work as every bit as
important as publishing textbooks or
drawings, and Hopwood demonstrates that
it was. The three-dimensional models could
be handed round a classroom and studied
afterward, taking the student beyond the
drawings and charts. They also took
researchers beyond the materials that any one
individual had available. As Ziegler collected
and modeled a vast collection of human
abortuses, for example, he could present
more details and more examples than any one
physician would have had available. The
models, which made their way through
Germany, and beyond to England and the
United States, carried knowledge with them.
They were truly a form of publication. The
younger Ziegler’s last catalog, reproduced
here, reveals the breadth of study and the
beauty of the results.
We learn of the embryological subject
matter, the modelers themselves, their
techniques and lifestyles, and work
environments. In the end, Hopwood
considers the impact of these models, and
ultimately their demise. Yet, he urges, we
should not see these as antiquated approaches
to life, replaced now by computer
visualizations. Rather, he concludes that
“This matters because appreciating how
embryos have been visualized over the last
250 years will sharpen our eyes for the
representations that are being produced
today.”(83) Though he does not mention the
almost-fully online major digital catalog of
the vast collection of Carnegie wax models,
that project makes Hopwood’s case. Those
models, like Ziegler’s, tell so much about
developing life and about how we have tried
to capture and understand developing life.
It might have been useful, since the term
‘embryo’ has become so highly politicized
these days, to use it carefully and explain the
older usages. Many of the human ‘embryos’
represented here are really later-stage
‘fetuses’. But that does not really matter. This
is a lovely book, bringing this special form

of publication to a wider audience and likely
to make readers want to rush to the nearest
collection of waxes to ‘read’ the ideas and
practices represented there. Everybody
should find this fascinating.
Jane Maienschein,
Arizona State University


Andrew Pettegree, Paul Nelles, and Philip
Conner, eds. The Sixteenth-Century French
Religious Book. Aldershot, Hants. and
Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing, 2001. Ixvi, 366 pp. ill. ISBN 0754602788. $99.95 /
£55.00.
Following upon The Reformation and the
Book (1990; English edition 1998), the St.
Andrews Studies in Reformation History
series has compiled another anthology on the
history of the book. In distinction from its
predecessor, the works of this volume are
limited in time and geography, coming out
of the St Andrews Sixteenth-Century French
Religious Book Project. But the scope of the
project is broad; its goal is to compile a
bibliographical database for all sixteenthcentury French printed books. The result is
a collection of diverse articles, four in French
and fourteen in English, and long lists of
library inventories, both embedded within
many articles and in a thirty-page appendix.
Lacking from the volume is an editorial
introduction or conclusion that ties the
various articles together. The opening article
by Andrew Pettegree does, however, give a
useful overview of the Sixteenth-Century
French Religious Book Project. “French
book” limits the studies to printed artifacts
in the vernacular (8); “religious book”
includes not only traditional religious genres
but also any other works that convey religious
attitudes or instructions such as royal edicts,
battle accounts, political commentaries,
histories, popular literature, etc. (9). Here
Pettegree offers a useful corrective to past
studies that have tended to assume the power
of particular printed works. He points out
that in both Protestant and Catholic
communities in sixteenth-century France,
there was often a gap between what are
usually considered to be “core teachings” of
reformers, and the attitudes and actions of
local church leaders. Herein lies the
... /8
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